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In the province of Kaifeng, there lived a
woodcutter named Xiao Chen. Every morning,
even before the sun rose, he would set off into
the forest with his trusty old axe.
Xiao Chen would stand all day at his usual
spot outside an old teahouse. Sometimes no one
would stop to buy the branches he cut and the
twigs he collected.

Wang-ma, the kind lady who owned the teahouse,
would often take pity on him and offer him some
buns. Carefully, Xiao Chen would wrap them in
a piece of cloth.

Towards evening, he would
head home. The buns he had
saved were for his aged mother.
It did not matter to him that he
went hungry.
Xiao Chen told himself he
was strong and there was
always tomorrow. Tomorrow
he would sell enough firewood
to buy some food.

One winter’s day, Xiao Chen
had an extra large pile of firewood.
He hoped to sell it off quickly as
he wanted to visit the temple to pray
for his mother. The cold bit into him
but he gritted his teeth and crouched
nearer the wall to shield himself from
the falling snow.
“Please, Goddess of Mercy, please let me sell
enough to buy some food and vegetables for
my mother. She is sick and needs your help,”
he mumbled.

Renowned for his wisdom
and sense of fairness, Justice Bao
was a high-ranking magistrate
during the Song Dynasty in
ancient China. In The Case of
the Missing Coins, Justice Bao
has to decide what to do when
a merchant accuses a woodcutter
of stealing his money. Should he
take the word of the well-dressed
merchant or believe the shabby
woodcutter who can barely speak
for himself ?
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